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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the influence of social roles on the lan-
guage style and vocal expression patterns of participants in
professional meeting recordings. Language style features are
extracted from automatically generated speech transcripts and
characterize word usage in terms of psychologically mean-
ingful categories. Vocal expression patterns are generated
by applying statistical functionals to low level prosodic and
spectral features. The proposed recognition system combines
information from both these feature streams to predict par-
ticipant’s social role. Experiments conducted on almost 12.5
hours of meeting data reveal that recognition system trained
using language style features and acoustic features can reach
a recognition accuracy of 64% and 68% respectively, in clas-
sifying four social roles. Moreover, recognition accuracy in-
creases to 69% when information from both feature streams
is taken into consideration.

Index Terms— Social Role Labeling, Language style
features, acoustic features.

1. INTRODUCTION

Analyzing spoken documents in terms of speaker role infor-
mation is useful for enriching the content description of mul-
timedia data. It can be used in applications like information
retrieval, enhancing multimedia content browsing and allow-
ing summarization of multimedia documents [1]. Speaker
roles are stable behavioral patterns in an audio recording and
the problem of role recognition consists in assigning a label,
i.e., a role to each of the speakers. Automatic labeling of
speaker roles has been widely studied in case of Broadcast
News recordings. These roles are imposed from the news for-
mat and relate to the task each participant performs in the con-
versation like anchorman, journalists, interviewees, etc. In the
last few years automatic role recognition has also been inves-
tigated for meeting recordings and broadcast conversations.
Typical roles in these studies can vary with environment and
applications such as Project Manager in AMI corpus [2], stu-
dent, faculty member in ICSI corpus [3]. Common features

used in these studies extract relevant information from con-
versation features, lexical features and prosody [4, 5, 6].

For the studies mentioned above participants role is for-
mal and considered to remain constant over the duration of
entire audio recording. Other role coding schemes have also
been proposed in literature which put roles in a more dynamic
setting, such as socio-emotional roles (here after referred to
as social roles) [7, 8, 9, 10]. Social roles describe relation be-
tween conversation participants and their roles “oriented to-
wards functioning of group as a group”. Social roles are use-
ful to characterize the dynamics of the conversation, i.e., the
interaction between the participants and can be generalized
across any type of conversation. They are also related to phe-
nomena studied in meetings like social dominance, engage-
ment and also hot-spots [11]. Besides, these social roles can
also provide cues about state of meeting. Meeting segments
where participants take more active roles are likely to have
richer information flow compared to segments where partici-
pants only take passive roles.

Previous studies on automatic social role recognition have
mainly considered nonverbal information. Common format
in many of these studies is to predict social role within a
segment of recording, where the role of each participant is
assumed to stay constant. One of the first studies investi-
gated social roles in meetings recorded for problem solving
sessions [7]. They used a support vector machine classifier
to discriminate between social roles using features expressing
participants activity from both audio and video. The study
in [8] used the same corpus and similar features, however, a
generative framework was used to represent the influence of
other participants on the current speakers role. Other stud-
ies [12, 9, 10] have also investigated social role recognition
in professional meetings (AMI corpus) using combination of
prosodic cues and word ngrams.

In comparison to earlier studies, the focus of our work
is to investigate the influence of social roles on speaking style
of meeting participants. Moreover, our investigations are con-
ducted on a larger database containing 128 different speakers
for a total of nearly 12.5 hours of meeting data. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first study which extensively in-



vestigates speaking style features for automatic social role
recognition. By speaking style we mean, how participants
talk instead of what they talk. Our definition of speaking style
includes both language style, as well as, acoustic analysis of
vocal expression patterns.

Existing findings in psychology have linked language
style with use of simple functional words - pronouns, prepo-
sitions, articles and a few other categories. Language style
has been used to analyze personality traits [13]. Recent stud-
ies also reveal that quantitative analysis of language style, can
be used for understanding social dynamics in small groups,
and predicting aspects like leadership [14] and group cohe-
sion [15].

In this work, we have used a psychologically validated
state-of-art text analysis module, Linguistic inquiry and word
count (LIWC) [16], to extract the language style features of
meeting participants. Furthermore, we also analyze relation
between social roles and vocal expression patterns by apply-
ing large scale acoustic feature extraction. The acoustic fea-
ture vector is calculated from various low level prosodic and
spectral features. The role recognition system is implemented
by fusing information from both language style and acoustic
features in a discriminative classifier. In the remainder of the
paper, Section 2 describes the data and the role annotations,
Section 3 and Section 4 provide details of the methodology
used for extracting language style and acoustic features, the
experiments and results are presented in Section 5. The paper
is then concluded in Section 6.

2. DATA AND ANNOTATION

The AMI Meeting Corpus is a collection of meetings cap-
tured in specially instrumented meeting rooms, which record
the audio and video for each meeting participant. The cor-
pus contains both scenario and non-scenario meetings. In the
scenario meetings, four participants play the role of a design
team composed of Project Manager (PM), Marketing Expert
(ME), User Interface Designer (UI), and Industrial Designer
(ID) tasked with designing a new remote control. A subset
of 59 meetings from the scenario portion of AMI Meeting
Corpus containing 128 different speakers (84 male and 44 fe-
male participants) is selected from the entire corpus. Subse-
quently each meeting was segmented into short clips (with a
minimum duration of 20 seconds) based on presence of long
pauses i.e. pauses longer than 1 second. Within each such
meeting segment social role of the participant is assumed to
remain constant. From each meeting, a total duration of ap-
proximately 12 minutes long audio/video data was selected.
Meeting segments are resampled so as to cover the entire
length of recording comprising various parts of meeting such
as openings, presentation, discussion and conclusions.

Since social roles [7] are subjective labels and require hu-
man annotators, the annotation scheme was implemented as
follows. Each annotator is asked to view and listen the en-

tire video segment and tasked with assigning a speaker to
role mapping based on a list of specified guidelines. These
guidelines define a set of acts and behaviors that characterize
each social role and is summarized in the following: Protag-
onist - a speaker that takes the floor, drives the conversation,
asserts its authority and assume a personal perspective; Sup-
porter - a speaker that assumes a cooperative attitude demon-
strating attention and acceptance and providing technical and
relational support; Neutral - a speaker that passively accepts
others ideas; Gatekeeper - a speaker that acts like group mod-
erator, mediates and encourages the communication; Attacker
- a speaker who deflates the status of others, expresses disap-
proval and attacks other speakers. At least 10 annotators were
asked to label each video clip. A total of 1714 clips were an-
notated using this procedure.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of roles over all the meet-
ing segments present in the data set.
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Fig. 1. Social role distribution in the annotated corpus. The vertical axis
represents percentage votes for each class as labeled by multiple annotators.
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Fig. 2. Social role distribution conditioned on formal role that the speaker
has in the meeting.

It can be seen that the neutral role has been labeled most
often by annotators. This is followed by supporter, gatekeeper
and protagonist. Comparatively the attacker role has received
the fewest labels from multiple annotators. A reason for this
distribution may be due to collaborative nature of AMI meet-
ings. The reliability of labeling scheme as measured through
Fliess’s kappa shows a value 0.5 which is considered to have
moderate agreement according to Landis and Koch’s crite-
rion [7]. In terms of inter annotator agreement we find that
neutral label is most reliable one as measured through cate-
gory wise κ statistic with a value of 0.7. The intermediate



level of agreement is present for supporter 0.36 and gate-
keeper 0.38 labels. This is followed by the protagonist role
which shows a fair level of agreement with a κ value of 0.29.
One difference from the earlier studies [9, 10] is the higher
percentage of gatekeeper role. A reason for this behavior can
be explained from Figure 2 which reveals that annotators were
more likely to associate the role of PM with gatekeeper com-
pared to other formal roles.

3. LANGUAGE STYLE FEATURES

LIWC is a computerized text analysis program that quanti-
fies the language style used by participants in a conversa-
tion. It counts the fraction of spoken words that fall into
predefined categories, such as, function words (pronouns, ar-
ticles or auxiliary verbs) and psychological (emotion,social
words,cognitive mechanism words) processes. The core part
of LIWC program is a dictionary composed of almost 4500
words. The language categories are overlapping in the sense
that a word can belong to more than one category. If a speaker
uses a word like support, the program increments the current
score of both verb category and positive emotion category.
The categories can also be hierarchical, for example, positive
emotion is a sub category within affect, so for a word like
support, the counts for both positive emotion and affect cate-
gories are incremented. Figure 3 describes the the details of
organization of various categories and subcategories.

Fig. 3. Language style categories defined in LIWC.

In the current study, all the speech transcripts were gener-
ated using output of AMI-ASR system [17] which has a word
error rate of less than 25%. In our analysis, all the utterances
of a participant within a meeting segment were processed us-
ing LIWC. The number of categories along which word usage
can be measured in LIWC sums up to 80. The scores gener-
ated by LIWC were interpreted as percentage of number of
occurrences of words belonging to a category, with the ex-
ception of word count (WC). Since the transcripts used in this
work were generated from an ASR system, and as such were

Table 1. Low level descriptors of vocal expression computed from the raw
audio file.

Spectral
Zero crossing rate,
Energy in bands 250-600Hz,1-4KHz,
Spectral roll off points at 25%,75%,90%,
Spectral flux and harmonicity
MFCC 1-12
Energy and Voicing Related
RMS energy,
F0,Probability of voicing,
Jitter,Shimmer,
Logrithm of Harmonics to Noise ratio(HNR)

not marked with punctuation, the scores generated for punc-
tuation categories were not considered. Moreover, some of
categories like WPS (words per sentence) were considered as
redundant, since we consider all the words spoken by the par-
ticipant within a meeting segment as a single sentence. Also,
preliminary experiments revealed that some of the categories
like death, religion, home had very few to null occurrences.
So out of a total of 80 categories, 24 were discarded and rest
of the analysis was carried out on remaining 56 categories.

4. ACOUSTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

To capture the speaking style information conveyed by vocal
expression patterns, we have followed a brute force strategy,
based on extracting a very large set of features from acous-
tic data. We have been motivated in following this approach,
as recent studies have revealed that systematically generated
large acoustic features can capture complex phenomena, like
leadership emergence in online speeches [18] and recognizing
conflicts [19] in group discussions. Our acoustic features in-
clude standard prosodic features like fundamental frequency
(F0) and energy, as well as, features related to voice qual-
ity and spectral information. The feature extraction process
works in two passes. In the first pass, acoustic data from In-
dependent headset microphones (IHM) is processed at frame
rate to extract low level descriptors (LLDs), within every seg-
ment of meeting recording, where the social role of partic-
ipant is constant. The next pass projects each participant’s
LLD contour to a fixed size feature vector using statistical
functionals.

Table 1 shows the extracted LLDs, including F0 and
speech energy, which have been shown as being informa-
tive for social role recognition [10], voice quality features
including jitter and shimmer that capture the perception of
harshness in voice and spectral features including MFCC co-
efficients, which have been shown to be related to aspects of
personality like openness and conscientiousness [20]. Statis-
tical and regression functionals defined in Table 2 were used
to obtain features vectors from the contours of LLDs and
their first order derivatives. This procedure has the advantage
that it yields fixed size feature vector for each participant



Table 2. Set of functionals applied to contours generated from lld descrip-
tors.

Statistical functionals
arithmetic mean,geometric mean
standard deviation, skewness,kurtosis
range,maximum,minimum
Regression functionals
linear regression slope, intercept and approxmiation error
quadratic regression coefficents and approximation error

Table 3. Correlation values between LIWC categories and so-
cial roles. All values are statistically significant at p < 0.0001

Process Category Examples ρ
Protagonist

Linguistic Word Count - 0.32
Cognitive Causation because,effect 0.29
Cognitive Inhibition stop,constrain 0.28
Cognitive Inclusive and,include 0.27
Linguistic Quantifiers few,many 0.26

Supporter
Personal Achieve earn,win -0.20
Personal Work job,project -0.16
Relativity Past common verb -0.16
Linguistic Function - 0.14
Spoken Assent okay,yes 0.12

Gatekeeper
Linguistic We us,our 0.27
Social Social they,talk 0.26
Cognitive Inclusive and,include 0.26
Linguistic Prepositions to,with 0.26
Spoken Non fluency few,many 0.25

Neutral
Linguistic Function - -0.57
Cognitive Cogmech cause,know -0.54
Linguistic Pronouns i,them -0.50
Linguistic Auxiliary verbs am,have -0.52
Linguistic Prepositions to,with -0.49

within the meeting irrespective of the duration for which they
are speaking and hence can be used directly for social role
classification. All the acoustic features were extracted from
open-source feature extractor openSMILE [21]. Addition-
ally, features derived from turn duration and counts were also
included.

5. EXPERIMENTS

To verify the relevance of linguistic style on social role of
meeting participants, we performed a correlation analysis. Ta-
ble 3 shows the top correlated categories with each of the so-
cial roles. All the reported, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
ρ values are statistically significant. Protagonists have high-
est correlation with WC (word count), suggesting that for this
role, participants hold the maximum conversation floor. Also,
protagonists have higher correlation with cognitive process
like causation, inhibition etc. These dimensions are expected
to represent complex cognitive thinking, with higher usage of
causation in language showing higher levels of thinking. Sup-

Table 4. Correlation values between prosodic and spectral
features and social roles. All values are statistically signifi-
cant at p < 0.0001

LLD Functional ρ
Protagonist

∆ MFCC 8 range 0.32
∆ MFCC 8 max 0.31
LogHNR Quadratic regression error 0.27

Supporter
Log Energy skewness 0.2
∆ MFCC 0 kurtosis 0.19

Gatekeeper
MFCC 4 range 0.32
∆ MFCC 7 minimum -0.30

Neutral
MFCC 1 minimum 0.61
Log Energy range -0.55

porters show lower correlation with linguistic categories, the
top positively correlated variables is assent, which is associ-
ated with use of words like okay, agree, yeah, yes etc. The
analysis of We words suggests that they are more likely to be
used by participants taking the gatekeeper role. This category
of linguistic process is in general associated with feeling of
commitment towards the group, as well as, maintenance of
group longevity [15]. Neutral speakers are negatively corre-
lated with linguistic features. They tend to use fewer function
words and show lower cognitive thinking, keeping with their
role of being mostly passive speakers.

For acoustic feature analysis, we again performed a cor-
relation based study. Table 4 shows the various acoustic fea-
tures which have higher correlation with different social roles.
While earlier studies in social role recognition have mainly
focused on voicing related features [9, 10], Table 4 reveals the
importance of spectral features. MFCC derived features are
more correlated with social roles in comparison to voicing re-
lated features, i.e., features derived directly from F0 contour
and voice quality features like jitter and shimmer. For both
protagonists and gatekeepers, we observe higher correlation
with range functionals, indicating a higher variation in artic-
ulation. Supporters in general show much lower correlations
with acoustic features, the most correlated features are related
to higher order moments, skewness and kurtosis. Participants
acting as neutral speakers are more likely to be passive speak-
ers, as indicated by negative correlation with variation in en-
ergy.

The social role recognition experiments in this work use
support vector machine (SVM) as a supervised classifier.
Each feature vector in the algorithm is considered as data
point in a multidimensional feature space and the algorithm
works by constructing a separating hyperplane between two
classes. SVM with a linear kernel has been selected for classi-
fication in this study as they are well suited for classification
with high dimensional acoustic and linguistic feature sets,
due to their robustness against overfitting. For the multiclass



Table 5. Per role F-measure, Precision and Recalls obtained in recognizing social roles for chance, language style, acoustic
and combination model. Significance of accuracy w.r.t. chance (*: p < 0.01). Significance of classwise recall for fusion model
w.r.t. unimodal (acoustic) model († : p < 0.01).

Per-role F-measure (Recall/Precision) Overall Accuracy
Model Protagonist Supporter Gatekeeper Neutral

Baseline (chance) 0.17 (0.17/0.17) 0.47 (0.48/0.46) 0.23 (0.22/0.25) 0.22 (0.23/0.22) 0.32
Language style 0.50 (0.46/0.54) 0.72 (0.80/0.66) 0.50 (0.45/0.57) 0.70 (0.66/0.75) 0.64∗

Acoustic 0.48 (0.47/0.48) 0.79(0.86†/0.74) 0.50 (0.46/0.55) 0.74 (0.68/0.81) 0.68∗

Fusion 0.53(0.55†/0.52) 0.78 (0.83/0.75) 0.52 (0.48/0.57) 0.75(0.71†/0.80) 0.69∗
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Fig. 4. Performance of various LIWC categories for social role recognition.
Other represents a merged category(spoken and personal concerns).

classfication a one on one strategy was used and each binary
classifier was trained using libsvm [22], with cost parameter
C set to 1. A normalized representation of features was used
in all SVM experiments.

For evaluation of the proposed method, experiments were
conducted using repeated cross-validation, wherein a set of
meetings was kept for training/tuning the model parameters
while a distinct set of meetings was used for evaluation. The
partition of meetings was done keeping in view, that partici-
pant with same speaker identity does not appear in both train-
ing and test set. The ground truth for participant role labels
was derived by majority voting. An initial filtering was done
to consider only those meeting segments where a participant
is active, also a few meeting segments, where majority vot-
ing resulted in participant having an attacker role label were
not considered(see Figure 1). All the models were evaluated
on a separated test set and performance measured in terms of
recognition accuracy and F-measure/Precision/Recall.

For our first experiment, we investigate the relevance of
various word categories in LIWC dictionary for social role
recognition. Figure 4 shows the F-measures of social role
labels for word groupings belonging to linguistic, psycholog-
ical (cognitive and social categories were merged) and other
(spoken categories and personal concerns where merged) cat-
egories. The figure reveals that for both linguistic and psy-
chological word categories, the classification of all the social
role labels is better than chance (shown in Table 5). How-
ever, protagonists and neutrals have very low recognition for
other, where only gatekeeper and supporter roles are recog-
nized. A reason for this behavior can be due to correlation
values in Table 3, where gatekeepers and supporters are asso-
ciated with all the three categories, in comparison to protago-
nists and supporters.

Spectral Voice quality Standard(F0 + Energy)
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Fig. 5. Performance of three acoustic feature sets which characterize the
influence of voice quality, spectral features and standard features (F0 and
energy).

For the acoustic feature set, we performed a comparison
study for the relevance of spectral, voice quality features
against the standard feature set based on F0 and RMS en-
ergy. Figure 5 shows the results of our study when all the
features in each feature set were used. We can note that for
all the acoustic feature sets, the recognition of social roles as
revealed by their F-measures is better than chance( shown in
Table 5). However, spectral features in general perform bet-
ter in recognizing most social roles, in comparison to voice
quality features (derived from LLDs like jitter, shimmer, log
HNR) and standard features. This was also seen in Table 4,
where higher correlations with MFCC derived features for
these roles where observed. Another reason for their im-
proved performance may be due to higher number of feature
dimensions which are obtained by using spectral features in
comparison to standard features.

Our final investigation, compares the performance of
multistream approach, obtained from decision level fusion of
acoustic and language style feature streams against individual
feature sets. A feature selection stage using information gain
criterion, was used to reduce the dimensionality of acoustic
feature set. Table 5 shows the social role recognition perfor-
mance for fusion, language style and acoustic feature streams.
For each feature stream a SVM model was trained which, in
turn, was used to generate the decision scores for each in-
stance of data. Fusion SVM were trained by combining the
normalized scores for all the feature streams. Similar cross-
validation strategy was followed while training and testing for
all the individual feature streams, as well as, model fusion.
Table 5 numbers reveal that while model fusion marginally
improves the overall accuracy over acoustic model, there is
a statistically significant improvement in recognition perfor-



mance for protagonist and neutral roles. On the other hand,
acoustic features show better performance in recognizing
supporters.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented the influence of social roles on
speaking style of participants in professional meetings. Our
investigations revealed that automatically extracted language
style features and acoustic features are correlated with social
roles. The proposed automatic role recognition system, was
able to perform non trivial classification of four social roles,
reaching a recognition accuracy of 64% and 68% for language
style and acoustic feature streams respectively. Furthermore,
a decision level fusion of language style and acoustic features,
improves the model’s performance to 69%, and shows statis-
tically significant improvement for some social roles. In sum-
mary, proposed approach leads us to conclude that both lan-
guage style and acoustic features are relevant for automatic
social roles recognition. We further plan to extend our study
on other conversation environments.
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